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Sports facilities reopen: Enjoy swimming, climbing and fitness with
Urban Sports Club

Berlin, June 02, 2021 - With sports facilities finally open again in Germany, Urban Sports Club

members now have the opportunity to pursue their favorite on-site activities after months of closures.

In addition to online workouts, members can visit partner locations in compliance with sanitation and

clearance rules. Whether it's climbing, swimming or equipment-based fitness, members can once

again enjoy the sports they have foregone in recent months with training buddies. Take the

opportunity to end lethargy and try something new. Urban Sports Club presents: the Summer of Sport!

Swim and climb again

Swimmers were left high and dry in the last few months, so the fact that open-air pools are open again

is truly a reason to celebrate. The reopening of the Sommerbad Olympiastadion in Berlin isn’t only

good news for ambitious swimmers, but for those who want to cool off as the temperatures rise. And
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now climbing enthusiasts can get back to the wall at venues like South Rock in Berlin. Climbing fans -

it’s time to reach new heights!

Dancing, yoga and fitness on site under personal guidance

Practice makes perfect! Those who missed the dance hall, the pole or the barre can now rejoice

because studios like Tanzfabrik and Pole Flow, both in Berlin, are welcoming members again. And if

you missed accessories like dumbbells in your fitness training, gyms like Body & Soul in Munich have

all the necessary equipment, and JONNY M.’s lifestyle fitness studios are a new addition for members

in Stuttgart. Yoga doesn't usually require more than a mat and stable ground underfoot - except, of

course, if it’s Aerial Yoga. Now aerial yogis can swing from the sheets again at, for example, Flair

Studios in Berlin. And professional instruction for yoga beginners is available again at Hi!Yoga in

Berlin.

Golf and surf on vacation or in your free time
Anyone can enjoy sports year round with the right clothes, but now summer’s finally here it’s time to

exercise in the fresh, warm air we missed so much. Enjoy tennis again at Sport Insel Taufkirchen in
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Munich, or golf at TinCup Golfanlage near Cologne. Sports like these which can take place outdoors

and at a distance will be particularly popular this summer. The warm weather reminds us of sunny

vacations by the sea and with COVID rates dropping, traveling is possible once again. Urban Sports

Club members can now take full advantage of their membership on vacation and go surfing in Lisbon

with our partner Concrete Surfers.

Members have the full hybrid offer at their disposal again

We recently launched on-demand classes on the Urban Sports Club platform, with videos available to

members in the log-in area of the website. After the introduction of the live online classes in spring last

year, this is a step towards giving Urban Sports Club members the most flexible and diverse product

possible, in line with our motto “sports anywhere, anytime.” After all, nothing is more fun and inspiring

than trying a new sport under professional guidance together with friends or colleagues. And our large

selection of partner studios will make you want to try something new - probably within walking or

biking distance! So spend summer enjoying a wide variety of classes and get back to those sports

you’ve missed so much.

About Urban Sports Club

Urban Sports Club offers a flexible sports flat rate. The aim is to encourage people to lead a healthier and more
active lifestyle through the largest and most varied range of sports offers. From fitness, yoga, swimming and
climbing to team sports and wellness offers - members can choose from over 50 sports to create their own
unique training plan and discover new activities to feel passionate about. With over 10,000 partner locations in six
countries in Europe (Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Portugal), members can check-in for sports via the
Urban Sports Club app. Since merged with OneFit, the Urban Sports Club network has more than 12,000
partners to choose from. Private and corporate customers can choose to train in studios, outdoors or online via
livestream. Urban Sports Club employs over 40 different nationalities in locations across Europe.
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